
MASSACHUSETTS MOMS ALERT!
OUR CHILDREN AND OUR DEMOCRACY ARE AT RISK!
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Starting in kindergarten, children in Massachusetts are being read stories like this one.

1. DO YOU KNOW that promoting homosexual education to our children in schools may
become MANDATORYat all grades starting in kindergarten if the same-sex marriage
ruling is not changed to restore the traditional definition of marriage between one man
and one woman?
FACT: Because of the same sex marriage ruling, children are already being openly taught
graphic homosexual sex in many schools throughout the Commonwealth.

2. DO YOU KNOW that the homosexual lifestyle has a very high risk of early death from HIV
and other diseases?
FACT: The male-to-male-homosexual sex act has a 5 times greater risk per act of
transmitting HIVto a healthy recipient than heterosexual sex. Clickon the following US
Government fact sheet link: "HIVIAIDS among Men Who Have Sex with Men"
htt : www.cdc. ov hiv resources factsheets rint msm.htm and see for yourself the
negative outcome of teaching schoolchildren the distorted public health message that
homosexuality is equivalent to heterosexuality.

3. DO YOU KNOW that same-sex marriage threatens our democracy by curtailing our
freedom of speech, and our religious freedom on issues relating to homosexuality, leading
to religious persecution?
FACT: The mere criticism of homosexuality is already considered a hate crime in Sweden
and Canada.
FACT: Here in Massachusetts, Catholic Charities had to close its 100 years old adoption
agency because the same sex marriage ruling required it to place children for adoption in
homosexual households!
FACT: Our right to vote on traditional marriage is already being hotly debated!

WHAT CAN WE DO?

1. CALLYOUR STATE SENATOR AND REPRESENTATIVEIMMEDIATELYat
617-722-7000 and urge them to "Let the People Vote on the Marriage Amendment!"

2. VOTE ON ELECTION DAY, NOV. 7, for pro-family candidates. To find out which
candidates stand for family values, consult the Voter Guides provided by the Mass. Family
Institute at www.mafamilv.org/voterguides2006.htm.

3. JOIN SUPPORTERS AT THE STATE HOUSE ON NOVEMBER9,2006, when the current
legislators willvote on the Marriage Amendment at the Constitutional Convention.

4. COPY THIS FLYERand get the word out on this very important issue!
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LET THE PEOPLE VOTE!!!


